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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, MR. DUNSTAN, OPENING OLD ENGLISH TAVERN, 
CLARIDGES. FREWVILLE. 29.1.75. 
Mt. Ingram, Mr. McDougall, Mr. Jones, ladies and gentlemen : 
Thank you very much for inviting me to join you today as you seek to 
add a new dimension to our national preoccupation with the pie and the 
pasty. 
In providing a distinctive range of dishes in a way not available else-
where in South Australia - and above all - at a reasonable price, the 
promoters are doing Adelaide a service. 
Restaurant development in Adelaide in recent years has been explosive -
and in the nature of explosions there's been a fairly high casualty rate. 
Many, if not most, forms of regional cooking are now available. 
But there has been a tendency for this development to be tilted towards 
the more expensive end of the market and I think, in consequence, there's 
a real need for more and more varied moderately priced meals that don't 
have to be eaten over a pub counter. 
Claridges are selling this lunch as being traditionally old English -
what else could they do with a name like that? 
But they might just as well, and just as accurately, have billed it as 
being old Australian. 
^ A family table here in the 1840's would have featured pies, pasties and 
^^tarts - good, solid, British, starchy nosh. 
And so it remained. 
Only in very recent times has a distinctly Australian style of cooking 
begun to develop and to be recognised and an Australian cuisine can, at . 
best, be described as only emergent. 
We are, in fact, as a people remarkably ignorant about the kitchen 
potential of our own land - and absurdly suspicious of it. 
Part of the reason is I think historical. The early settlers brought 
their recipes with them and their food (hence South Australia's English 
cooking has a Cornish bias with German spicing). Not only that, food 
preserving methods improved very rapidly at about the same time and, of 
course, technological development soon very markedly reduced the time 
of the journey from the homeland. 
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In addition there were no obvious food crops to greet the settlers -
such as the wild buckwheat and corn of America - and so prompt the 
development of a local cuisine.. 
True, the Aboriginal population had a nourishing and varied diet of 
local foods - and were often much healthier than the early settlers. . 
But social and other prejudices prevented their diet from being fully 
investigated and adapted. 
A few adventurous - or starving - souls ate kangaroos, turtles and so on, 
but this was out of absolute necessity or quaint exoticism rather than 
normal usage. 
True too, isolation forced some pioneer families to improvise and the 
availability of tropical vegetables and fruits in some parts of Australia 
broadened the choice available. 
But that curious attitude that caused generations of Australians to 
look on their homeland as an imitation England rather than wonderous 
and unique Australia affected food as well as literature, social and 
political attitudes. 
A look at any pre-war Australian cookery book will very quickly establish 
the truth of that contention.- It took, in fact, the post-war migrant 
influx to persuade a reluctant native population that there was more 
to a good meal than meat and two veg. 
These attitudes in fact prevented the kind of experimentation with 
native fungi, herbs and nuts that is the basis of the glory of French 
cooking. (It's significant that one Australian nut that has caught on 
the macadamia - is grown in commercial quantities in Hawaii and imported 
here). Many people with an interest in cooking will tell you they've 
heard that a particular Australian plant makes distinctive flavouring 
or is a fine salad vegetable - very few can assert it with the 
confidence of experience. 
This is, by now, all rather a long way from the subject of English pies. 
But it seems to me that, in the age of the new nationalism, it's an 
area where we can be a bit more adventurous (though not, I hope, too 
adventurous with the fungi) and perhaps add to our Australian distinc-
tiveness and literally enjoy new tastes. 
We shall naturally continue to enjoy all the old tastes - such as the 
great pies of England. And now we have the opportunity to do so on a 
bigger scale than ever before with an enterprise that deserves to 
flourish. 
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